KolorStone® Tape & Stencils

Ash Grove Kolorstone Tape and Stencils are used to create beautiful designs, shapes, patterns and grout lines for the Kolorstone concrete coatings system.

The Ash Grove® Kolorstone® Stencils’ design flexibility allows for unlimited colors or patterns. The Ash Grove® Kolorstone® tape allows for the applicator to design with creativity that is only limited by their imagination. The Ash Grove® Kolorstone® tape is available in five convenient sizes. Our durable tape is specified for all applications where tape is required. Ash Grove® Kolorstone® tape comes in sizes of 1/4, 3/8, 1/2, 3/4, and 1 inch with a length of 180 feet. The Ash Grove® Kolorstone® stencils are available with over 20 different patterns to choose from. The Kolorstone® Stencils come in sizes of 100, 500, and 1000 square feet rolls with a width of 33 to 38 inches. The Kolorstone® soldier course stencils are available in linear feet sizes of 300 and 1340 feet. Ash Grove® Kolorstone® stencils are available in adhesive and non adhesive backing depending on applicator’s preference.

Features, Benefits & Procedures

Before using Ash Grove® Kolorstone® tape or stencils make sure surface is clean and free from all foreign materials.

When taping out patterns make sure the pattern is straight, parallel and perpendicular. When designing your Kolorstone® project make sure to plan the pattern so it fits the desired area. When the pattern is taped or stencil is down, look at it closely to see if the lines or patterns are consistent with your design.

The Kolorstone® stencils need to be correctly overlapped when laying out. Do not re-use stencils after Kolorstone® has been sprayed on it. When taping make sure to leave extra tape at the ends so you will have something to hold on to when you remove the tape.

Pulling stencils or tape soon after spraying Kolorstone® may not leave a distinct edge. Waiting longer to pull the stencil or tape will leave a crisper edge. The stencils or tape can generally be pulled when you can safely walk on the Kolorstone®.

All Kolorstone® stencils are special order; allow time for delivery.

Iowa AIA Show

This year’s show was named ‘Feedback’ and was once again in the Vets Auditorium in Des Moines. Thanks for everyone who stopped by and visited with us at our booth.

Nebraska AIA Show: October 4th, Omaha, NE

Product of the Month for November: KolorStone® Broomcoat